Blending the line between form and function
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DESIGN
You create space for people…space that connects us. You design
places for gathering, socializing, dining and appreciating nature and
beauty. Somewhere deep down inside, we’re all designers at heart.
You want the ideal look…that perfect touch…subtle curves. Something
that looks great and impresses the world. We look at landscapes and
envision shaping them with instruments. Instruments that are sleek…
stylish…modern…and meant to last a lifetime. That is what we offer
– instruments to shape public space. Beautiful outdoor furniture
with high-end designs and extreme durability – all at an incredibly
competitive price.
If you do not see exactly what you are envisioning,
please contact us or your local representative.
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DEPENDABLE
At Wabash Valley, we are guided by our core values. We continue to
make hard work and dedication a priority so our customers are not just
satisfied with our products and services, but are sincerely delighted.
COMMITMENT

RELIABILITY

A focus on leadership, the
dedication and longevity of our
employees, and a strong desire
to serve our customers and do
what’s right.

The durability and longevity of our
products, designed to be functional
and maintenance-free and backed
by our warranty.

RESPONSIVENESS
An efficient manufacturing
process, short product delivery
lead times and immediate
customer service follow-up, from
estimating to order processing to
issue resolution.

VALUE
Providing an excellent product
at a reasonable price.
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ARCHITECTURALLY DESIGNED
Our Urbanscape line is not just engineered, it is architecturally designed.
To develop this line, we teamed up with very talented and internationally
renowned Garolfalo Architects, Chicago, and John Caldwell Designs, CA.

GREAT IDEAS MAKE THINGS BETTER

WOOD YOU KNOW THE DIFFERENCE?

MAKE IT YOUR OWN

When you’re spec’ing design, you desire a competitive
edge. You want the latest and best processes available,
because good innovation makes things fresh… and great
innovation makes things better. So we commit ourselves
to offering the best in powder coating by utilizing a
six-step process that is top-of-the-line in the industry,
exceeding AAMA 2604-05 test specifications… and that’s
just the way we like it. Details on our process can be
viewed and downloaded at www.wabashvalley.com.

Nothing compares to the beauty of wood. But, let’s face
it, you need maintenance-free furniture that’s as troublefree and long-lasting as it is attractive. Which is why we
offer the perfect solution with our faux-wood powdercoat finishes. They give you the beauty of wood without
all of the headaches, such as rotting, warping or breaking.
In fact, you might have a hard time distinguishing the
difference between our finishes and the real thing.

We can design just about anything you can imagine,
personalizing your outdoor furniture in any number of
ways. Receptacles with your company’s name on them,
benches and tables in different sizes. We’ll be happy to
discuss all the possibilities with you.
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ASHLEY
Designed by John Caldwell Design, our Ashley collection has beautiful, looping
lines and soft, dramatic curves that help make it one of the most unique
places for anyone to grab a seat. Ashley gives you beauty and brawn: its unique
look gives it a distinctly European feel, while its all-aluminum build means
no worries about rust or corrosion.
• 6' benches with back
• All-aluminum construction
• Portable or Surface-mount mounting option

Pattern Options
Faux-Wood

Horizontal Slat

Slat

For our full line of outdoor furniture, please visit wabashvalley.com.
Search by your favorite Collection name.

OXFORD
Designed by John Caldwell Design, the breathtaking curvature and vertical lines
of the Oxford collection recall the majesty of a cascading wave. Even while
seated on an Oxford bench, everything in the line makes one think it’s in a
constant flowing state. And, just like our Ashley collection, everything in our
Oxford line is made entirely from aluminum, meaning it’s completely protected
from rust and corrosion.
• 6' benches with back
• All-aluminum construction
• Portable or Surface-mount mounting option

Pattern Options
Faux-Wood

Horizontal Slat

Slat

OXFORD
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BURNS HARBOR
The simple, clean lines of the Burns Harbor collection enable these benches
to blend seamlessly with a variety of environments. For seats, choose a
Faux-wood finish to lend a traditional appearance, or select a Powder-coated
horizontal slat finish for a sleek look. Frames are offered in an array of Powdercoating options, which means you can tailor Burns Harbor pieces to perfectly
complement their setting.
• 6' benches with and without back
• Aluminum seats with 2 7/8" OD round steel tubing frame
• In-ground or Surface-mount mounting options (mounting plate covers included)

Pattern Options
Faux-Wood

Horizontal Slat

For our full line of outdoor furniture, please visit wabashvalley.com.
Search by your favorite Collection name.

WOODRIDGE
The Woodridge collection offers a more sculptural interpretation of
traditional benches. The expressive, one-piece legs and arms draw the eye, and
they’re available in a variety of finish options—either Faux-wood or standard
Powder-coated—to further accentuate their shapes. These beautiful, softangled forms cradle the seat and back in a graceful curve, lending a visually
playful and welcoming effect.
• 6' benches with and without back
• All-aluminum construction
• Surface-mount mounting option

Pattern Options
Faux-Wood

Horizontal Slat
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BUTLER
The Butler collection offers a classy look with decorative details in the
side casting. It features bolder, more masculine aesthetics, using both lines
and points to create a distinctive and attractive profile that commands
attention wherever it’s placed.
•
•
•
•

4' and 6' benches with and without back
Aluminum and steel seat options with aluminum frames
Optional center armrests
Portable or Surface-mount mounting option

Pattern Options
Faux-Wood

Horizontal Slat

Slat

Rod

For our full line of outdoor furniture, please visit wabashvalley.com.
Search by your favorite Collection name.

CAMDEN
Make a bold statement with the Camden collection, which will turn heads with
Powder-coated color or Faux-wood for natural ambiance. The curved bends
in the benches’ robust framework swoop around the back of the contoured
seat, and the matching tables with attached chairs reflect similar shaping. Its
versatile look makes any product from the Camden collection an attractive
addition to any environment.
•
•
•
•

6' benches – In-ground and Portable or Surface-mount mounting options
Aluminum and steel seat options
36" and 42" Round table options with attached bench seats or chairs
46", 6' and 8' Picnic-style tables with various mounting options

Pattern Options
Faux-Wood

Horizontal Slat

Rod

Square Perf

Round Perf

Solid
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CARLISLE
The sleek, streamlined curves of the Carlisle collection seem almost aerodynamic,
giving it a postmodern appearance with an elegant twist. Slender, tapering legs
add to the Carlisle’s graceful contemporary feel and keep the overall lines light
and uncluttered. And with the variety of choices, you can coordinate a range of
functional needs.
•
•
•
•

36", 42" and 48" Round table options – Portable or Surface-mount mounting option
36" Round Bar table option – Portable or Surface-mount mounting option
36" and 42" Square table options – Portable or Surface-mount mounting option
Dining chairs or Bar chairs with arms

Pattern Options
Faux-Wood

Horizontal Slat

Solid

For our full line of outdoor furniture, please visit wabashvalley.com.
Search by your favorite Collection name.

SULLIVAN
The Sullivan Collection offers a sensible seating solution for the costconscious business. The simple, slim lines are designed to complement any
outdoor space without distracting patrons. You can select from a round,
square or rectangular table, to fit your space perfectly. Plus, the chairs are
stackable for easy storage. Practicality never looked so good.
•
•
•
•

36", 42" and 48" Round tables – Portable
30", 36" and 42" Square tables – Portable
30" x 24" Rectangle table – Portable
Dining chair – stackable
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COVINGTON
With the Covington collection, we’ve moved beyond the basics—without being
too overpowering. The smooth cast aluminum design, along with the contoured
seat, gives it a simple appearance that still exudes elegance.
•
•
•
•

4', 6' and 8' Benches with or without back – Portable or Surface-mount mounting option
6' Memorial Bench option (Round or Square perforated pattern)
Aluminum and steel seat options with aluminum frames
Optional center armrests

Pattern Options
Faux-Wood

Horizontal Slat

Rod

Slat

Square Perf

Round Perf

For our full line of outdoor furniture, please visit wabashvalley.com.
Search by your favorite Collection name.

WINCHESTER
It’s the small details and subtle refinement that give the Winchester collection
its strong visual appeal. The graceful curves of the bench and chair frames are
echoed in the matching tables’ cambered legs. The result is a modern-looking
line that complements a wide variety of settings.
•
•
•
•
•

4', 6' and 8' Benches with back – Portable or Surface-mount mounting option
6' Memorial Bench option (Round or Square perforated pattern)
Optional center armrests
36", 42" and 48" Round tables | 36" and 42" Square tables
Dining chair

Pattern Options
Faux-Wood

Horizontal Slat

Rod

Slat

Square Perf

Round Perf

Solid
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DEWART
It’s in the side profile that the design elements can be seen and appreciated in
the Dewart collection. Intersecting lines, defined edges and varying widths and
thicknesses combine to produce a bold and striking appearance.
These benches truly stand out in any environment.
•
•
•
•

6' benches with and without back
Steel seats with aluminum frame
Stainless steel hardware
Portable or Surface-mount mounting option

Pattern Options
Slat

Square Perf

For our full line of outdoor furniture, please visit wabashvalley.com.
Search by your favorite Collection name.

KENTLAND
You can’t go wrong with a classic—which is why the Kentland collection takes
its styling cues from traditional wood-slat benches and tables. Whether you
choose the Faux-wood finish or opt for the Powder-coated horizontal slat
design, the simplicity of Kentland benches and tables offers timeless appeal
without the worries of rotting, warping or cracking.
•
•
•
•

7' benches – In-ground and Surface-mount mounting options
7' Picnic tables – In-ground and Surface-mount mounting options
All-aluminum construction
Mounting plate covers included

Pattern Options
Faux-Wood

Horizontal Slat
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MADISON
The Madison collection exudes style with curving lines that flow smoothly and
gracefully throughout the frame. Distinctive curls at the ends of the armrests
express a delicate and elegant appearance. Its striking design allows it to stand
out in any setting, and the available Faux-wood finish makes a bold statement.
•
•
•
•

30", 36", 42" and 48" Round tables
36" and 42" Square tables
Dining chair
Portable or Surface-mount mounting option

Pattern Options
Faux-Wood

Horizontal Slat

Solid

For our full line of outdoor furniture, please visit wabashvalley.com.
Search by your favorite Collection name.

HANNA
The clean lines and classic style of the Hanna collection and newly redesigned
chair offer a stylish and comfortable spot for dining or relaxing. Available in
an array of colors to make any space feel cozy, the Powder-coated aluminum
chair frames keep the Hanna collection’s traditional shape looking brand-new
for years to come.
•
•
•
•

30", 36" and 48" Round and Square tables
30" x 24" and 30" x 48" Rectangle tables
30" and 36" Round bar tables | Bar chair
Dining chair with and without arms — stackable

Pattern Options
Horizontal Slat

Square Perf

Round Perf

Solid

For our full line of outdoor furniture, please visit wabashvalley.com.
Search by your favorite Collection name.
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PORTAGE
The clean, basic design and product breadth of our Portage collection means
this line has something for just about any space and any need. It incorporates
a simple yet fun design combining a round- or square-perforated look with
rolled edging, creating a soft and welcoming appearance.
•
•
•
•
•

6' and 8' benches with and without back
46" , 6' and 8' Picnic-style tables
42" Round tables with and without back in 3, 4, 5 and 6-seat options
Standard or ADA accessible tables
42" Round 4-seat bar table

Pattern Options
Square Perf

Round Perf

For our full line of outdoor furniture, please visit wabashvalley.com.
Search by your favorite Collection name.
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ROCKPORT
Designed to showcase the contrast between seating surface and structure, the Rockport
collection features arms and legs that boldly wrap around the seat and back, giving the impression
of being pinned into place. Choose a Faux-wood seat finish for a textural contrast, or accentuate
with different colors of Powder coating instead. Either way, the Rockport’s contemporary designs
give you an artful approach to functional seating.
•
•
•
•

6' and 8' benches with and without back
All-aluminum construction
Stainless steel hardware
Portable or Surface-mount mounting option

Pattern Options
Faux-Wood

Horizontal Slat

For our full line of outdoor furniture, please visit wabashvalley.com.
Search by your favorite Collection name.
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YORKTOWN
The contemporary design and Faux-wood finishing of the Yorktown collection
refine the look of the traditional wood bench while helping it blend in with
almost any outdoor setting. In addition to the Faux-wood finishes, this
collection is also available in standard Powder-coated finishes, giving you
the ability to customize the benches to meet your needs.
•
•
•
•

4', 6' and 8' benches | 8' Curved bench
Optional center armrests
48" Round and Square tables | 48" Square Coffee table
36" x 72" Rectangle table | Dining chair

Pattern Options
Faux-Wood

Slat
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DURABLE AESTHETIC
Our extensive selection of Wabash Valley Plastisol-Coated outdoor furniture is designed to endure the
harshest of weather conditions. We use ¼” Plastisol Coating, heat-fused and permanently bonded to
the steel. That is 30 times the thickness of paints and powder coatings. So leave it out all year long, you
do not need to store it. It will not crack, peel, warp or rot. It never gets too cold or hot to touch. The
Wabash Valley brand encompasses all of these factors. We build product to last and we guarantee it.

ANY WEATHER CONDITION

PLASTISOL COATING

POWDER COATING

A big part of the reason for the popularity of Wabash
Valley’s line of outdoor furniture is its no-maintenance
design, which saves you time and money. Leave it out
all year long; there’s no need to haul it inside for winter
storage. The open mesh design creates a self-cleaning
surface, and it discourages graffiti, too. The Plastisol
coating won’t leaf-stain or absorb water, grease or oil—no
scrubbing or cleaning needed to keep it looking beautiful.

Wabash Valley’s durability is another reason. Our outdoor
furniture starts with stable, reinforced construction with
stainless steel hardware for extreme sturdiness. Then it
receives a thick coating of Plastisol, which resists rust
and corrosion—even in the harshest environments. It’s
unaffected by common acids, alkalis, salts, acid rain,
sewage or sea water. (And we’ve tested it to make sure!)
In addition, it won’t crack, peel, warp or rot.

All framework in Wabash Valley undergoes a six-step
Powder coating process to ensure the highest quality
and longevity. First, all parts are cleaned to white metal
with a state-of-the-art shot-blast system. They then go
through a five-stage chemical pretreatment system, after
which it is gel-cured. Then a topcoat of a super-durable
polyester powder is applied before the final cure. When
it is all finished, our framework will meet one of the most
stringent test specifications in the AAMA 2604-05 spec.
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SIGNATURE
Timeless, durable and dependable, the Signature series includes a broad
spectrum of our outdoor furniture, from picnic tables to benches, in various
shapes, sizes and styles—even several styles sized just for children. Built to
last, they’re all fabricated from steel and feature our exclusive Plastisol coating.
•
•
•
•

Various 6', 8' 10' and 15' benches with and without back in 2 optional widths
40", 46", 6', 8' and 10' Picnic table options
Various mounting options for benches and tables
All-steel, Plastisol-coated seats and tops, Powder-coated frames

Pattern Options
Diamond

Perforated

For our full line of outdoor furniture, please visit wabashvalley.com.
Search by your favorite Collection name.

PRESTIGE
The Prestige series features rolled edging, creating a graceful, inviting
appearance. The stylish design—especially when combined with the toughas-nails durability of all Wabash Valley products—makes this series perfect
for any outdoor environment. Square tables, rectangular picnic tables and two
styles of bench seating give you a wealth of options.
•
•
•
•

Various 4', 6' and 8' benches with and without back
46", 4' and 6' Picnic table options with and without back
Various mounting options for benches and tables
All-steel, Plastisol-coated seats and tops, Powder-coated frames

Pattern Options
Diamond

Perforated

Rib
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CLASSIC
Perfect for a garden, patio or dining area, the Classic series provides multiple
options for seating and tables. Choose from an array of metal patterns, then
pick your colors for a customized look that’s stylish—and best of all—virtually
maintenance-free.
•
•
•
•
•

30", 36", 42" and 48" Round tables
30" and 36" Square tables
Dining chair | 4' Love seat
Portable or Surface-mount mounting option
All steel, Plastisol-coated seats and tops, Powder-coated frames and solid tops

Pattern Options
Diamond

Perforated

Rib

Solid

For our full line of outdoor furniture, please visit wabashvalley.com.
Search by your favorite Collection name.

CAMINO
Rounded edges, open backs and modern curves make the Camino collection
perfect for giving dining spaces a fresh, café-inspired look all year-round. The
Camino collection adds a weather-resistant, long-lasting splash of color to
every meal, both indoors and out.
•
•
•
•
•

30", 36", 42" and 48" Round tables with standard or pedestal base
36" Square table with standard or pedestal base
42" Bar tables with and without attached seating
36" and 42" Round tables with attached chairs – 3, 4, 5, and 6-seat options
Tables with optional ADA accessibility

Pattern Options
Solid

Square Perf

For our full line of outdoor furniture, please visit wabashvalley.com.
Search by your favorite Collection name.
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SPYDER
The unique, durably constructed Spyder series line of
tables is available in an array of different shapes, sizes and
colors, allowing you plenty of options. Its open-design
legs make clean-up easy.
•
•
•
•

36" and 46" Round tables – 3 and 4-seat options
46" Square and Octagon tables
7' and 11' Picnic table options
ADA accessible options

Pattern Options
Diamond

Perforated
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CONTEMPORARY
Looking for a modern appearance that’s both versatile and practical? You
can have it all—and more—with the Contemporary series. Designed with
contoured bends in the framework, these attractive benches really stand out
and suit practically any setting.
•
•
•
•

4', 6' and 8' benches with and without back
Optional center armrest
All-steel, Plastisol-coated seats, Powder-coated frames
Portable or Surface-mount and In-ground mounting options

Pattern Options
Diamond

Perforated

Rib

Slat

For our full line of outdoor furniture, please visit wabashvalley.com.
Search by your favorite Collection name.

UPTOWN
Don’t let it fool you. This series might seem lightweight because of its airy
design, but it’s just as tough and rugged as the rest of Wabash Valley’s line. The
same Plastisol-coated contoured bench seats used in other series make it just
as dependable, while its streamlined frame design projects a contemporary,
sophisticated look.
•
•
•
•

4', 6' and 8' benches with and without arms
Optional center armrest
All-steel, Plastisol-coated seats, Powder-coated frames
Portable or Surface-mount mounting option

Pattern Options
Diamond

Perforated

Rib

Slat
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ESTATE
The Estate series is where class meets durability. This practical and
breathtaking line adds beauty to any environment. However, it’s more than just
a pretty face. It’s built with durable Plastisol-coated bench seats. And the highstrength, aluminum-alloy, permanent-mold castings provide a superior finish
and the ultimate in corrosion resistance.
•
•
•
•

4', 6' and 8' benches with and without back
Optional center armrest
All-steel, Plastisol-coated seats, Powder-coated frames
Portable or Surface-mount mounting option

Pattern Options
Diamond

Perforated

Rib

Slat

For our full line of outdoor furniture, please visit wabashvalley.com.
Search by your favorite Collection name.

COURTYARD
The Courtyard series is one of our most popular bench selections—and
it’s easy to see why. Its clean, simple lines help it complement a variety of
environments—from retail dining to botanical gardens. Whether you choose
a color that will blend in or pop out, your Courtyard bench will enhance your
setting in countless ways.
•
•
•
•

4', 6' and 8' benches with and without back
Optional center armrest
All-steel, Plastisol-coated seats, Powder-coated frames
Portable or Surface-mount mounting option

Pattern Options
Diamond

Perforated

Rib

Slat
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SHADELAND
On hot, sunny days, the Shadeland series offers an inviting respite—a spot to
relax out of reach of the sun’s rays. Available with or without attached seating,
it’s the perfect solution when a big shelter doesn’t meet your layout needs.
•
•
•
•

6' bench or table shelter
46" table shelter
All steel, Plastisol-coated seats and tops, Powder-coated frames
In-ground option only

Pattern Options
Diamond

Perforated

For our full line of outdoor furniture, please visit wabashvalley.com.
Search by your favorite Collection name.

SPECIALTY
Wabash Valley offers more than just tables and benches—we also create
unique products that don’t necessarily fit into any one series. That’s why
we’ve grouped them into our Specialty Items series, where you’ll find
swings, game tables, Memorial benches and basket trucks, available in
numerous styles, sizes and colors.
•
•
•
•

Round and Square game tables with various frame work and mounting options
4' and 6' swings
6' Memorial benches
All steel, Plastisol-coated seats and tops, Powder-coated frames

Pattern Options

Diamond

Perforated

Rib

Slat
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ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY
Unlike most wood and wood-composite products that quickly fade when exposed to the weather, the Poly
Tuf™ surfaces have no wood fibers so they retain their vibrant look for years. In addition, they don’t need
waterproofing, staining or any other maintenance other than an occasional washing with soap and water.

YOUR DURABLE ALTERNATIVE

EXCEPTIONAL BEAUTY.

Green Valley offers an environmentally friendly
alternative. Constructed with Poly Tuf™ plastic lumber
(for seats and tops; framework is powder-coated steel)
custom-extruded from recycled plastics, Green Valley
benches, tables and receptacles are long-lasting and
nearly maintenance-free.

Unbeatable guarantee. We back all our Green Valley®
products with a five-year warranty from the date of
invoice, guaranteeing them to be free from defects in
material and/or workmanship during this coverage period.

For our full line of outdoor furniture, please visit wabashvalley.com.
Search by your favorite Collection name.
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GREEN VALLEY
If you’re looking for an environmentally friendly alternative for outdoor
furniture, look no further than beautifully designed Green Valley products.
They’re innovatively manufactured to provide durability and seamless design
all in one convenient package. Create your ideal outdoor setting knowing
you’re using products that complement the environment.
•
•
•
•

6' benches with and without back
46", 6' and 8' Picnic table options
Various mounting options for benches and tables
32-Gallon trash receptacles
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URBANSCAPE POWDER-COAT COLORS

GREEN VALLEY FINISHES 1

WABASH PLASTISOL AND POWDER-COAT COLORS

COLORS
Urbanscape – Choose from 14 standard powder-coat
colors and four faux-wood powder-coat options.
Many of the standard powder-coat colors feature a
unique textured finish that creates a premium look
and feel. Our faux-wood finish is achieved with a
3-step powder-coat process that creates a wood-like
grain appearance. All Urbanscape color options meet
the most stringent powder-coat test specifications in
the AAMA 2604-05. Custom colors are available.
Wabash Valley – All Wabash Valley brand products
feature Plastisol coating on table tops and seats,
bench seats and backs, and receptacles, planters
and ash urn basins. Choose from 13 Plastisol color
options. All framework is available in 15 different
gloss-finished powder-coat options, which exceed
AAMA 2604-05 test specifications. Solid top options
within the Wabash Valley brand are coated in
your choice of any standard powder-coat colors
within the Urbanscape color chart options. Custom
powder-coat colors are available.
Green Valley – Create a natural look with our ecoconscious line of furniture that features two earthy
colors of recycled plastic. Green Valley frames are
available in all Wabash Valley powder-coat color
options.
Colors shown here and throughout catalog are
approximate only. Please call and request actual
samples if needed.

YOKE WHITE

STRAW

SILVER

MOCCASIN

GRANITE

BEIGE

GRAY

YELLOW

TEAL

SLATE BLUE

CEDAR

1

BURST RUST

HAZELNUT

TEXTURED BRONZE

PEWTER VEIN

TEXTURED RED

TEXTURED BLACK

OCEAN BLUE

HUNTER

SMOKE

BLUE

PURPLE

RED

DARK BRONZE

BROWN

BLACK

KELLY GREEN

WHITE

GREEN

ORANGE

White and Orange are only available
as Powder colors.

URBANSCAPE FAUX-WOOD COLORS

WHEAT

ESPRESSO

WEATHERED
Special order colors; require
10-12 weeks lead time.

ITALIA

TUDOR

 reen Valley frames available in all Wabash Valley
G
Powder coat colors.

For our full line of outdoor furniture, please visit wabashvalley.com.
Search by your favorite Collection name.
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Woodridge (11)

Burns Harbor (10)

Woodridge (11)

Covington (16)

Kentland (19)

Kentland (19)

Dewart (18)

Portage (23)

Butler (12)

Rockport (25)

Rockport (25)

Ashley (8)

Butler (12)

Oxford (9)

Burns Harbor (10)

Dewart (18)

Yorktown (27)

Yorktown (27)

Yorktown (27)

Woodridge (11)

Camden (13)

Rockport (25)

Winchester (17)

Camden (13)

Portage (23)

Covington (16)

Yorktown (27)

Rockport (25)

URBANSCAPE BENCHES
Urbanscape offers various styles of benches from modern design to classic. You can find
them with or without backs and in various mounting options. Choose between aluminum or
steel construction. Whatever you need, we either have it or can look into creating it for you.
Images are labeled with the collection name and the page number where you can find
additional information. For the most detailed and up-to-date information or if no page
number is listed, visit www.wabashvalley.com and search by the collection name.

For our full line of outdoor furniture, please visit wabashvalley.com.
Search by your favorite Collection name.
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Camden (13)

Kentland (19)

Camden (13)

Portage (23)

Camden (13)

Camden (13)

Portage (23)

Portage (23)

Portage (23)

Camden (13)

Portage (23)

Portage (23)

Yorktown (27)

Winchester (17)

Hanna (21)

Madison (20)

Sullivan (15)

Carlisle (14)

Carlisle (14)

Hanna (21)

Yorktown (27)

Winchester (17)

Madison (20)

Sullivan (15)

Carlisle (14)

Hanna (21)

Carlisle (14)

Yorktown (27)

Madison (20)

Sullivan (15)

Hanna (21)

URBANSCAPE TABLES & CHAIRS
Urbanscape offers several styles of tables, including attached and detached seating, with
back or without back. ADA-accessible options are also available. If you don’t see what you’re
looking for, ask us about our customization options.
Images are labeled with the collection name and the page number where you can find
additional information. For the most detailed and up-to-date information or if no page
number is listed, visit www.wabashvalley.com and search by the collection name.
ADA-accessible options

Winchester (17)

For our full line of outdoor furniture, please visit wabashvalley.com.
Search by your favorite Collection name.
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TAF33P

TA3A32P

TE3S31P

TE3F36P

RO3F32C

WO3B39P

TI3F33P

TG3D33P

YO3F32C

WO3F32P

TJ3B43P

TM3S46C

TM3B41C

TK3F33P

ROG532C

ROL539C

AEG531C

PI7533P

PG7533P

WO7532P

PE7534P

YO7533C

RO7532C

PA753GP

TE3F34P

URBANSCAPE RECEPTACLES & PLANTERS
PA7533P
Urbanscape gives you a wide variety of options to create your ideal environment. Choose
from numerous trash receptacle designs and lids, including bonnets, domes, recycle and
ash tray lids. Top-opening or side-opening receptacles are available in various patterns and
colors. We also offer several accessories such as bike loops and racks, ash urns, umbrellas
or matching planters to complement our receptacles.
Images are labeled with the specific model number for that option. To discover more about
any of the products shown, visit www.wabashvalley.com and search by the model number.

BRK538S

BRH538S

BRI538P

UMC532N

For our full line of outdoor furniture, please visit wabashvalley.com.
Search by your favorite Collection name.
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Contemporary (36)

Estate (38)

City Limits

Prestige (31)

Courtyard (39)

Signature (30)

Specialty (41)

Prestige (31)

Heritage

Classic (32)

Uptown (37)

Designer

Prestige (31)

Uptown (37)

City Limits

Contemporary (36)

Contemporary (36)

Heritage

Estate (38)

Courtyard (39)

Wyatt

Signature (30)

Designer

Contemporary (36)

WABASH VALLEY BENCHES
The Wabash Valley line of Plastisol-coated benches offers a variety of choices, including
benches with or without backs and arms, and in-ground, surface-mount or portable
mounting options. Various lengths and several color options are available. Ask us about
our custom lettering capabilities.
Images are labeled with the collection name and the page number where you can find
additional information. For the most detailed and up-to-date information or if no page
number is listed, visit www.wabashvalley.com and search by the collection name.

For our full line of outdoor furniture, please visit wabashvalley.com.
Search by your favorite Collection name.
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58
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Classic (32)

Camino (33)

Camino (33)

Camino (33)

Prestige (31)

Camino (33)

Signature (30)

Spyder (35)

Camino (33)

Classic (32)

Classic (32)

Camino (33)

Prestige (31)

Signature (30)

Prestige (31)

Prestige (31)

Camino (33)

Camino (33)

Shadeland (40)

Shadeland (40)

Prestige (31)

Signature (30)

Signature (30)

Signature (30)

Camino (33)

Specialty (41)

Spyder (35)

Spyder (35)

WABASH VALLEY TABLES & CHAIRS
We offer picnic tables, square tables and round tables with attached benches or chairs,
bar tables and tables with separate dining chair options—all with the Plastisol-coating.
Images are labeled with the collection name and the page number where you can find
additional information. For the most detailed and up-to-date information or if no page
number is listed, visit www.wabashvalley.com and search by the collection name.
ADA-accessible options

For our full line of outdoor furniture, please visit wabashvalley.com.
Search by your favorite Collection name.
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LR350D | DT100N

LR355P | FT115N

FR500R | FT100N

FR400P | AB100N

LR300R | SB100N

PL200R

Recycle Station

BRK538S

BL101N
FT116N

AL100N

DT101N

TB100N

UM110N

FT115N
AU101R

AT100P

UM100N

TG148

WABASH VALLEY RECEPTACLES
Various sizes of receptacles, ash urns, bike loops/racks, planters, tree grates and umbrellas
are available from Wabash Valley. (Note that all lids and liners are sold separately from the
receptacles.) We have the ability to place logos on umbrellas.
Images are labeled with the specific model number for that option. To discover more about
any of the products shown, visit www.wabashvalley.com and search by the model number.

WABASH VALLEY URNS & ACCESSORIES

